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A GUIDE TO RECEIPT CAPTURE 
AND OCR FOR EXPENSE 
REPORTS

Top 10 Questions & What to Expect from Your Expense Reporting Vendor’s 
OCR Offering

Optical Character Recognition, or OCR as it’s generally known, can be a big help in receipt management. With OCR, 
receipt images are read by “machine” and the information you need from them is automatically extracted. Ideally, all 
you have to do to record a transaction is photograph the receipt and let the software take it from there. Easy enough, 
but vendors differ significantly in their OCR capabilities. That’s why it’s important that you know what to look for if you 
want to maximize the potential benefits.

1 |   DOES IT MATTER WHETHER I TAKE A PICTURE SIDEWAYS OR EVEN UPSIDE DOWN? HOW 
SENSITIVE IS THE RECOGNITION CAPABILITY TO IMAGE QUALITY?

Say the image is light or there is a wrinkle in the paper. The OCR should be tolerant of expense report filers’ patience 
and photographic skills. Generally, the quality of receipt photography is a challenge. The OCR software should be up 
to that challenge. In the first example, the orientation of the image shouldn’t matter. In the second, it should still be 
successful unless it’s hard for even a person to read the receipt.

2 |   HOW MUCH DIRECTION SHOULD YOU HAVE TO GIVE THE OCR? SHOULD YOU NEED TO TELL 
THE OCR WHETHER THE RECEIPT IS A TAPE RECEIPT OR SOMETHING MORE COMPLEX?

Once you start having to describe the receipt, you might as well type in the fields yourself.
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3 |   CAN THE OCR BE “TAUGHT” TO GET BETTER WITHOUT ADDITIONAL PROGRAMMING? IF IT 
HAS DIFFICULTIES WITH A RECEIPT, IS THIS JUST SOMETHING YOU HAVE TO ACCEPT? 

There should be a simple, easy way to add new formats so your vendor can continually improve the success rate of 
your OCR process. Suppliers of Point-of-Sale systems give their customers effectively unlimited freedom in designing 
their receipts. The OCR system has to be built to adapt to your procurement environment if it is going to have a 
significant impact on productivity.

4 |   CAN YOU MAP THE OCR’D RECEIPTS TO CREDIT CARD OR P-CARD CHARGES?

If you use a corporate card or a P-Card, this is a critical feature. Without it, it is too easy to duplicate entries in expense 
reports or miss entries entirely. The process of opening receipt images and matching them with card transactions, in 
addition to being unreliable, is tedious and time-consuming.

5 |   CAN YOU SCAN RECEIPTS BY MOBILE, THEN LATER OCR THEM AS YOU PREPARE YOUR 
EXPENSE REPORT?

You should be able to OCR receipts from any device or computer. Many times travelers simply want to scan their 
receipts and email them in. You don’t want to be doing your expense report while the client you took to dinner waits 
around. OCR should let you work in the way that best suits the circumstances.

6 |   CAN OCR BE PART OF THE SAME PROCESS YOU USE TO CREATE OR ADD TO AN EXPENSE 
REPORT?

Having separate processes and needing to manually sync them up is cumbersome, often slow and undercuts the ease 
of use benefits of OCR. 

7 |   CAN YOU CONTROL WHERE THE OCR’D RECEIPT GOES?

You should be able to specify a report, a report line item or your repository from which you can later select transactions 
for reporting. Again, OCR is not a separate process apart from expense reporting and should not impose limits on 
flexibility.

8 |   CAN THE OCR’D RECEIPTS BE USED FOR VALIDATION AND AUDITING? 

One of the most cumbersome processes in receipt management is opening receipt images and comparing them to 
expense report line items. Approvers and auditors either spend excessive amounts of time doing this or they do a 
hit-or-miss job. Neither is acceptable. OCR can make a huge difference in reducing the manual requirements of receipt 
checking and may be its key benefit.

9 |   WHAT DATA CAN OCR CAPTURE OFF A RECEIPT?

Typically, you’ll want “vendor,” “date,” “amount,” and “expense type.” Depending upon the type of expense, there may be 
additional fields. For example, you might require “room rate,” “taxes,” and “meals” from a hotel folio receipt. If it is for car 
rental, “gasoline” and “daily rate” could be needed. In other words, your OCR should have the flexibility to pull information 
appropriate to each kind of receipt. 
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DATABASICS is driven to meet the most demanding time and expense management challenges for organizations throughout the world 

with a combination of deep expertise, next-gen technology and a focus on the unique needs of each customer. Powered by decades 

of experience, DATABASICS is in the business of solving time and expense problems with solutions that are the right choice for today 

and easily adapt to the uncertainties of tomorrow. Time and expense are better together, which is why DATABASICS addresses these 

two critical business processes with absolute ease in one solution.

Award-winning 24/7 Customer Support  

Stevie Awards and Best in Biz Awards year after year

10 |   DOES THE OCR USE THE CODES I CONFIGURE OR DOES IT HAVE ITS OWN SET OF CODES 
(E.G., FOR EXPENSE TYPE) THAT THE USER HAS TO TRANSLATE?

If a major purpose of OCR is to save time and effort, obviously the answer should be that it uses your own codes.

OCR RECEIPT CAPTURE

Figure 1 | Digital receipt captured  
via OCR on desktop 

Figure 2 | Physical receipt captured  
via OCR on mobile 


